
Experts in Care, Protection and Repair for 
Home Furnishings and More



We have options!
Let the customer decide on 
how they want to engage

"So incredibly 
responsive. I would 

receive responses back
so quickly. In a couple of weeks I

was able to go from submitting my claim, having a
a person scheduled to come to my home to inspect
the furniture, receiving a solution and ordering a new
couch (my couch was no longer sold). I’m extremely

happy with the process!!!

This was a great experience!"

App Web SMS/Email Call
- Google, 5 Star Review
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Our claim experience
A typical walkthrough

Oops! An accident 
damaged the chair.

The customer filed a 
claim late at night.

Adjudication and 
reviewed by agent 
in the morning.

The technician is needed: the 
customer schedules a tech 
visit on the app.

The technician confirms the 
appointment time, customer receives a 
text message on their app.

The technician shares their 
route, photo and rating. The damage is repaired!

Customer leaves technician rating on 
the app and answers survey questions 
on overall experience.
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We're available

App 
SMS
Email
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24/7 for your customers with 
bilingual agents and applications

Online  
Email
Automatic IVR



Warranty Service app
File a claim in less than one minute
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Warranty Service app

Diego Diego
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Claim summary status 
Retailer details 
Consumer details
Work order information 
Policy summary 
Furniture details
Location and problem types

Claim summary 
example
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Technician claim summary example cont.
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We hate denials as much as you do. When a customer's claim is 
not covered we educate, share, explain, and offer alternative

solutions, when possible.

What we do when a 
claim is not covered

EDUCATE
and set expectations

SHARE
our review process

EXPLAIN
why its not covered

ALTERNATIVE
solutions, when possible



Why the claim is not covered

Reported Items: 
Sofa - Two seats. 
Accumulation of 
stains, seat casing,  
middle fabric.

Plan Highlights:
What is covered
vs. what is not covered.

Review
Process: 
Furniture issue 
submitted and 
findings.
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Why the claim is not covered cont.

Terms and
Conditions: Highlight 
details from the
contract.

Alternative Solution:
If the customer disagrees 
with the conclusion, we 
offer alternative 
solutions, when possible.
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Consumer experience - Google rating 4.8 
Domestic customer service center 
Shorten claim cycle time
First visit repair focus 
Parts program
Nationwide technician coverage 
Portal access with reporting
<24 Hour response time to retailers & consumers 
Cost savings

A Division of the
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Bilingual technicians

Two national trainers & three regional managers 

All service technicians are background checked 

Minimum insurance requirement: $1,000,000 

IICRC certification for leather and fabric cleaning

Professional code of conduct & FSN performance managers

Our technician network

Jeff did a phenomenal 
job at repairing my chair. I

loved how he communicated early 
and often, letting me know when he would 
arrive. Not only did he do a flawless job fixing 
it, we had GREAT conversation the entire time.

He was thorough and explained what was 
broken, why it broke, and what he was doing to 

repair it. I love learning and he ensured I 
understood each step. Highly recommend Jeff 

and his company for all your repair needs.

- Google, 5 Star Review


